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Four Strategies for Mitigating Supply Chain Disruption 

In a perfect world, component suppliers increase production as demand increases. In the real world, 

component supply and demand is a delicate equation that can become imbalanced for a number of 

reasons. In 2020, COVID-19 driven supply chain disruption was balanced by reductions in demand as 

global shutdowns reduced production activities. In 2021, unanticipated pent-up consumer demand, 5G 

ramp-up, increased medical equipment production and periodic COVID-19 related supplier shutdowns 

have created materials market constraints and increased costs. Reduced transportation capacity driven 

by reduced sea and air passenger travel is adding to this disruption. 

Supply chain management is a core electronics manufacturer services (EMS) provider discipline that gets 

tested when supply chain disruption occurs. EDM, an EMS provider in Lynchburg, VA sees four strategies 

that can help mitigate supply chain disruption: 

• Component engineering/product lifecycle management support 

• Aligning forecasts with market dynamics 

• Stocking programs 

• Finished goods kanbans. 

Component Engineering/Product Lifecycle Management 

A well-thought out bill of materials (BOM)/approved material list (AML) is a key foundation in ensuring 

the best range of materials availability. If possible, multiple sources should be selected for each part. 

Stage of component lifecycle matters as well. There can be availability issues both early in the lifecycle 

and near end of life, so selecting a component that has just been introduced carries potential availability 

risks. 

EDM’s engineering team takes a 360 degree approach to analyzing the BOM and AML during new 

product introduction. They apply component engineering expertise to support obsolescence 

management, availability/long lead-time issues or cost reduction goals. When material constraints 

develop, they can look at a range of options from identifying alternate components that require no 

design changes to recommending changes in packaging styles or a more detailed redesign. The goal is to 

mitigate availability issues with as little cost or design impact as possible. 

EDM is also a Microchip Design Partner. In the current constrained market, EDM’s team has been able to 

get the semiconductors they need to fill gaps in supply through their relationship with Microchip Direct. 

Additionally, the engineering team has been able to perform redesigns that support use of an available 

integrated circuit (IC) when the original IC became unavailable. 

EDM’s engineering and purchasing teams are also working in tandem to address issues in subassemblies. 

For example, when the current IC shortage impacted a display utilized in a customer product, the teams 

helped support the display manufacturer’s search for alternative IC options. 

Aligning Forecasts with Market Dynamics 

An accurate forecast represents the next critical step in ensuring materials availability. Length of 

forecast should be driven by market dynamics. In normal market conditions, a 9-12 month rolling 

forecast with quarterly releases provides adequate visibility. However, in a constrained market forecasts 
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of 18 months or longer may be required. Component manufacturers typically prioritize allocations based 

on order timing and each product’s historical demand. New product information should be shared with 

suppliers as early as possible, preferably at least six months in advance when market constraints exist 

since there is no prior historical for the product.  

EDM’s experienced purchasing team recognizes that customers need a partner who can align supply 

chain management strategy with evolving project needs and market trends. The Company’s ERP system 

enables its team to view requirements across customers to determine its total annual spend on each 

component type and on hand inventory. This helps the team negotiate better pricing and reduce excess 

material charges in projects with forecast changes. 

In a constrained materials market, EDM’s team takes a proactive approach with its customers explaining 

the supply chain trends they are seeing and discussing options. The first step is determining the stability 

of each product before making recommendations on preferred forecast length. In the current market, 

preferred forecast and purchase order coverage is 12-18 months. In cases, where the customer isn’t 

comfortable giving full purchase order coverage for that length of time, a materials-only purchase order 

is requested. 

Stocking Programs 

In a perfect world, stocking programs enable an EMS provider to set up bonded inventory with suppliers, 

minimizing inventory carrying costs while ensuring that a set amount of material is available within the 

pipeline. When lead-times extend, the bonded quantities need to be re-evaluated more frequently. 

When parts go on allocation, the reliability of supplier-based stocking programs can drop.  

EDM does have bonded inventory arrangements with its suppliers. That said, the current lack of capacity 

in the microprocessor supply chain has driven the need for alternative arrangements with some 

suppliers. In one case where orders were in place and confirmed, the manufacturer pushed out delivery 

six months. The customer’s demand had dropped and EDM’s team was able to negotiate a stopgap 

quantity to solve the issue.  

In constrained material situations where allocation is likely, EDM may purchase and stock inventory in-

house for customers willing to provide at least materials-only purchase order coverage. This is an area 

where EDM has traditionally differentiated itself, due to its strong cash position. Supplier-based stocking 

programs traditionally represent the least costly option for ensuring a good pipeline of material and 

minimized material liability. That said, in a constrained environment, particularly in projects with 

unanticipated spikes in demand, EDM’s ability to purchase and stock constrained material in-house adds 

flexibility to the equation.    

Finished Goods Kanbans 

Finished goods kanbans provide an additional buffer against supply chain disruption. While normally a 

tool to ensure product availability in situations with variations in demand, they can also help “buy time” 

to identify and procure parts alternatives, when there is a short-term supply chain disruption.  

EDM typically uses finished goods Kanban to keep deliveries on time in programs with wide shifts in 

demand or legacy product that only needs to be built annually or semi-annually. In the current market, 
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where there are unanticipated demand spikes in some products, this tool helps ensure adequate stock 

to cover upside demand. 

Taking a disciplined approach to identifying potential material availability risks during product 

development or new product introduction is a good practice regardless of market conditions. EMS 

providers with strong engineering teams have an advantage in constrained markets because this 

engineering expertise opens the door to broader range of mitigation options. EMS program 

management and purchasing teams able to work proactively in aligning forecasts with market trends are 

able to give their customers more time to evaluate and address material constraints as they arise. Raw 

material stocking programs, in-house inventory and finished good inventory also help ensure continued 

material flow in an unpredictable market. 

About EDM 

EDM has been solving its customers’ engineering and manufacturing challenges for more than three 

decades. Our approach is simple. Unlike many regional EMS providers who focus predominately on 

manufacturing solutions, we have invested in both engineering expertise and assembly resources. As a 

result, we can integrate seamlessly with our customers’ product development during the design phase, 

filling gaps in their teams and/or making DFX recommendations. With existing production or legacy 

products, we have been able to offer unique custom automation or redesign recommendations to 

address customer cost, obsolescence or market competitiveness challenges, as well.  

We embrace the vision of our founder, Robert Roberts, who wanted to create a different kind of EMS 

company; one that genuinely cares about its customers and employees and operates on principles that 

drive the way we do business and treat each other.  

EDM has grown steadily since 1990. We maintain a strong financial position that allows us to provide the 

best possible terms to customers; have material stocking programs and finished goods Kanbans to 

support changing customer needs; and invest in equipment and people. Our track record ensures that 

customers can trust that we have the resources to stand behind our commitments, the ingenuity to 

provide cost competitive, superior quality solutions, and the supply chain expertise to minimize their risk. 

And as a 100% employee-owned company, every one of our employee owners thinks like a boss when it 

comes to quality and cost. 

 

 


